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ABSTRACT
Aim : Cognitive function specially attention and fast memory processing plays a major
role in gait performance. But very limited studies have explored the relationship between
dual task performance and walking speed in elderly. So this study is aimed to determine
the relationship between dual task performance and walking speed in elderly which can
be helpful in gait training to minimize the risk of fall.
Subjects : This study includes 60 persons whose mean age was 73.17±5.81 years.
Materials and Methods : Subjects cognitive function was determined by using minimental state examination (MMSE) and balance by Berg balance test (BBT). Those who
scored MMSE>24 and BBT>45 were selected for the study and underwent walking speed
evaluation for both normal and dual task.
Results : Correlation between age and walking speed in both normal and dual task
were negative. There was a significant relation between cognition balance and walking
speed in both normal and dual task. Correlation between normal and dual task walking
speed were also positive (P>0.001). Due to the results of regression analysis in order to
find out the variables most affecting the walking speed.
Conclusion : The study concluded that in elderly people walking speed decreases
during dual task due to balance and cognition problem because of advancing age but
balance plays a major role in dual task walking. Hence changes in performance while
dual task walking could be used to identify subjects who have poor balance and are at risk
of falls.
Keywords : Walking speed, elderly, dual task

INTRODUCTION
The number of elderly adults is increasing rapidly all over
the world. In the year 2011 the number of old adults in
India was 90 million, with the number expected to grow
to 173 million by 2026 [1]. As the person become older
they encounter various problems. Many literatures stated
that elderly adults have more risk of fall[2]. Falls in the
elderly adults are increasing problem in our society. The
proportion of people sustaining at least one fall over a
one year period varies from 28-35% in the = 65year age
group [3,4,5] to 32-42% in = 75 years age group [6,7]. Even
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healthy older people have an annual incidence of falls of
15% [8]. There is also the literature which explored the
relation between the age and gait, balance [9, 10], and
memory recognition11 in older adults. These studies
suggest that gait performance, balance, fitness and
memory recognition are poor in elderly adults.
Ageing is the accumulation of changes in a person over
time. There are literature, which stated that dual task
training can improve balance, reduced falling rate and
functional decline [12]. Ageing in humans refers to a
multidimensional process of physical, psychological, and
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social change. Some dimensions of ageing grow and
expand over time, while others decline. Reaction time,
for example, may slow with age, while knowledge of
world events and wisdom may expand. Ageing is an
important part of all human societies reflecting the
biological changes that occur, but also reflecting cultural
and societal conventions. Roughly 100,000 people
worldwide die each day of age-related causes. There are
literatures which stated about the effect of aging on
brain[13, 14]. As the people become older there is decrease
in attention and slowing of psychomotor processing.
Studies stated that, there is a decrease in gait performance
due to simultaneous performed attention demanding
task[15, 16, 17, 18].
Human walking, a task that is performed on a daily basis
involves complex process that repair the on-going
integration of visual, proprioceptive and vestibular
sensory information [19]. Our everyday life affords
numerous situation in which walking must be integrated
with another activity such as walking and talking. This
concurrence of locomotion and another activity, termed
as dual task has received a lots of attention in recent
studies[20, 21,22,23,24]. Thus to perform dual task, demand of
attention and fast memory processing is more. As it
already mentioned that older people have poor attention
and slow memory processing, so it’s a highly challenging
for elderly adults to perform both the task simultaneously.
Elderly adults will have difficulty to walk and talk
simultaneously as they need to concentrate on two tasks
at a time. Because of this, they will not be able to perform
the task smoothly. Literature stated that, subjects with
history of falls present with more significant gait changes
while dual tasking than the non-fallers[25]. The age related
dual task deficit has been attributed to the shrinkage of
prefrontal brain areas in old age, since these areas are
strongly related to executive functions such as
management of multiple tasks.
Human gait is defined as bipedal, biphasic forward
propulsion of COG of human body, in which there is an
alternate sinus movement of the different segments of
the body with least energy expenditure. Gait include of
the two phases, stance and swing phase and its subdivision. The human gait pattern is affected by old age.
Aging influences the various parameters of the gait. There
will be decreased stride and step length, reduced single
limb support time and increased double limb support
time. Even aging causes the decrease in speed of the
walking. This could be because of the various reasons
such as, muscle weakness, joint pain, in co-ordination and
pathologies. Even so many things are known about the
aging and gait. However, little is known about the
cognitive involvement in the gait parameter.
Along with the physical fitness, strong cognitive function
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is also required to perform any activities. But there is very
little literature which highlights the role of cognitive
function in gait performance. Even there are literature
which explored the relation between cognition and other
gait parameters but only limited studies explored the
relationship between dual task performance and walking
speed in elderly population. As the walking speed is the
parameter, which indicate about fall risk in older. And
we know dual task is a higher cognitive aspect which
requires more of attention as compare to single task. The
purpose of this study is to know about the relationship
between dual task and walking speed in elderly adults.
So, that the role of the cognitive aspects in gait
performance can be determined which can be helpful in
gait training of elderly population to minimize the risk
of fall.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The data reported here is a part of research project in
which 60 subjects were involved who were collected from
the following sources: Little Sister Home for Aged and
Holy family Home for aged in Bangalore, Karnataka. The
study population consisted of 60 subjects with mean age
73.17±5.81 years. Of the total 60 subjects 17 were men 43
were women.
METHOD OF COLLECTION OF DATA
• Study design: Correlation design
• Sample size: 60 subjects
• Sample design: Incidence sampling
• Material used: Chair without arm-rests, stop watch,
measuring tape.
Inclusion criteria
• Gender: both male and female.
• Age group above 65 years.
• Subject who can follow the verbal commands.
• Subjects who were willing to participate in the study.
Exclusion criteria
• Any neurological disorders that hinders the subjects
from safe participation in the study
• People using walking aids
• People with lower limb and vertebral column
deformities
• Head injury cases
• MMSE score <24
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• Berg balance score <45

PROCEDURE
All the participants were explained about the purpose
and the test procedures before their enrolment in the
study. Demographic data and details of subjects were
taken before the tests and written consent was obtained.
For the fulfilment of this study, each subject underwent
MMSE and BBT as follows:

at the starting point and instructed to walk till the
finishing point while counting backward from 50 - 1 while
walking. The time taken to cover the 10 ms distance was
recorded using stop watch.
The distance covered and time taken to cover the distance
was used to compute walking speed using the formula:
Walking speed= distance covered in meters/time taken
in seconds.

MINI MENTAL STATE EXAMINATION (MMSE)

RESULTS

The MMSE test was used to investigate the cognitive
functions. Individuals responded to a questionnaire
comprising a maximum total of 30 points, including 2
questions about registration memory, 1 about attention
and calculation, 1 about recall, 6 about language and 10
about orientation. The responses to the questions
contained in the questionnaire were recorded.

The objective of this study is to determine the relationship
between dual task performance and walking speed in
elderly. A total of 60 elderly people participated in the
study.

BERG BALANCE TEST
It was used to assess fall risk. Subjects were instructed
for all the 14 items in the BBS including sitting or standing
unsupported, movement transition sit to stand and stand
to sit and variation in standing position feet together,
forward reach, retrieving object from floor, turning,
standing on one foot and placing foot on a stool. Scores
were recorded on the basis of performance in a five point
ordinal scale with score ranging from 0-4, with total
maximum score of 56.
PROTOCOL
The cognitive and balance assessment was done to select
the subjects for the study by MMSE and BBT respectively.
Those who had MMSE scores more than 24 and BBT score
more than 45 were selected for the study. Selected subjects
were assessed with normal walking speed and dual task
walking speed. In order to assess walking speed for both
the tasks, a 10 ms walkway was marked using measuring
tape, where one end was considered as starting point and
the other end as finishing (terminal) point of the walkway.
The data was taken only once from each subjects after
the tests had been done.
NORMAL WALKING SPEED
Each subjects was asked to stand at the starting point and
instructed to walk till the finishing point at own speed.
The time taken to cover the 10 ms distance was recorded
using stop watch.

Pearson coefficient of correlation was calculated for age,
MMSE, BBT score and walking speed (normal and dual
task walking speed) and then a t-test of correlation
coefficient was performed to investigate whether the
difference between the sample correlation co-efficient and
zero is statistically significant. Then a regression analysis
was done between age, MMSE, BBT score and walking
speed (normal and dual task walking speed).
Table 1,2,3,4,5 provides descriptive and inferential
statistical analysis of subject’s age, gender, MMSE, BBT
and walking speed (normal and dual task walking)
distribution of the subjects in the study. Results on
continuous measurements are presented on Mean SD
(Min-Max) and results on categorical measurements are
presented in Number (%). The subjects had a mean age
of 73.17 ± 5.81 years and study population constituted of
28.3% male and 71.7% female of which 60% scored 24-26
and 38.40% scored 26-28, 1.7%>28 in MMSE indicating
good cognitive skills .The subjects had a mean BBT score
of 49.23±2.51, normal walking speed of 1.42±0.21, dual
task walking speed of 1.22±0.17.
Table 6 provides Pearson coefficient of correlation (r) of
normal walking speed with age (r=-0.551, p=<0.001),
MMSE(r=0.249, p=0.055), and BBT score (r=0.644,
p=<0.001). Table 7 provides Pearson correlation
coefficient of dual task walking speed with age (r=-0.451,
p=<0.001). MMSE score v/s dual task walking speed BBT
score (r=0.160, p=0.223), BBT v/s dual task walking speed
(r=0.519, p=<0.001). Normal speed v/s dual task waling
speed (r=0.750, p=<0.001).

DUAL TASK WALKING SPEED

Statistical analysis shows strong negative correlation
between age and walking speed both in normal and dual
task.

Followed by the normal walking speed test, a period of
10 mins was given to take rest, before executing the dual
task walking speed test. Each subject was asked to stand

Strong positive correlation was found between MMSE,
BBT v/s walking speed (normal and dual task). Also in
normal and dual task walking speed.
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Regression analysis was performed to identify the
variables most affecting the walking speed. Table no.8
predicts the normal walking speed in which BBT (p=0.001,
t=3.699) and age (p=0.049, t=2.017) significantly predicts
the normal walking speed with R2=45.60%, p=<0.001.
Table 9 predicts the dual task walking speed in which
BBT score significantly predicts the dual task walking
speed with t value=2.781 and p value=0.007. (R2=30.4%,
p=<0.001).

Table 3: Distribution of MMSE score of patients studied
MMSE score

Number of patients

%

-

-

24-26

36

60.0

26-28

23

38.4

>28

1

1.7

Total

60

100.0

<24

Mean ± SD: 26.25±1.06

Table 1: Age distribution of patients studied
Age in years

Number of patients

%

65-70

24

39.9

71-75

18

30.0

76-80

14

23.3

>80

4

6.7

Total

60

100.0

Mean ± SD: 73.17±5.81

Table 4: Distribution of BBT score of patients studied
BBT score

Number of patients

%

-

-

46-50

39

65.0

>50

21

35.0

Total

60

100.0

<45

Mean ± SD: 49.23±2.51

Table 2: Gender distribution of patients studied
Gender
Male

Number of patients

%

17

28.3

Female

43

71.7

Total

60

100.0
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Table 5: Distribution of Walking speed m/sec of patients studied
Walking speed
m/sec

Mean ± SD

Table 7: Pearson correlation (walking speed dual)

Number of patients
(n=60)

%

MMSE score v/s dual task walking speed BBT score

0.160

0.223

-

-

BBT score v/s dual task walking speed

0.519

<0.001**

• 1-1.5

46

76.8

Normal speed v/s dual task walking speed

0.750

<0.001**

• 1.5-2.0

12

20.2

• >2.0

2

3.4

Normal
• <1

Pearson correlation

r value

P value

Age v/s dual task walking speed

-0.451

<0.001**

1.42±0.21

Dual task
• <1

3

5.1

• 1-1.5

52

86.7

• 1.5-2.0

5

8.5

• >2.0

-

-

1.22±0.17

Table 8: Regression analysis to predict the normal walking speed
Variables
Age in years
Table 6: Pearson correlation (walking speed normal)
Pearson correlation

r value

P value

Age v/s normal walking speed

-0.551

<0.001**

MMSE score v/s normal walking speed

0.249

0.055*

BBT score v/s normal walking speed

0.644

<0.001**

B coefficient

SE

Beta

t value

P value

-0.010

0.005

-0.274

2.017

0.049*

Gender (male)

0.018

0.051

0.039

0.359

0.721

MMSE score

-0.009

0.022

-0.047

0.421

0.675

BBT score

0.042

0.011

0.492

3.699

0.001**

R²=45.6%: P= <0.001**, BBT score and age significantly predict the normal
walking speed

Table 9: Regression analysis to predict the Dual task walking speed
Variables
Age in years

B coefficient

SE

Beta

t value

P value

-0.007

0.005

-0.216

-1.402

0.166

Gender (male)

-0.008

0.049

-0.019

-0.156

0.877

MMSE score

-0.013

0.021

-0.076

-0.596

0.554

BBT score

0.030

0.011

0.419

2.781

0.007**

R²=30.4%: P= <0.001**, BBT score significantly predict the Dual tasks walking
speed

+ Suggestive significance (P value: 0.05<P<0.10)
* Moderately significant (P value:0.01<P ? 0.05)
** Strongly significant (P value: P?0.01)
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Figure 1: Patient performing MMSE questionnaire

Figure 2: Patient performing BBT

Figure 3: Patient performing normal walking speed

Figure 4 : Patient performs dual task walking
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DISCUSSION
The study aimed to explore the relation between dual task
performance and walking speed in elderly.
While a significant negative correlation between age and
walking speed both in normal and dual task was found.
A significant positive correlation was found between
MMSE, BBT v/s walking speed (normal and dual task).
A significant positive correlation was found between
normal and dual task walking speed.
It was concluded that as the age increases walking speed
in both normal and dual task walking speed decreases.
Again individual having higher MMSE, BBT score had
better walking speed for both normal and dual task
walking speed. Also individuals having higher normal
walking speed had higher dual task walking speed.
Similar to current study many studies have shown that
human gait pattern like walking speed and stride length
decreases with age[26, 27, 28]. In contrast to past believe
various literatures have shown that gait performance is
not only an automated sequence of body movements,
cognitive function also plays an important role in gait
control. These cognitive functions are mostly attributed
to so call executive control process of human being. A
study by Yogev SG et.al summarizes the interplay
between executive function, attention and gait. Bowen A
et.al have shown that elderly having reduced cognitive
capacity are more likely to walk unsteadily and their risk
of falling is higher.
Some studies involving healthy elderly people found that
addition of dual task minimally change the gait variables
like gait velocity, stride width and stride variability. In
the current study individuals having good cognition also
had higher walking speed.
A study by Marianne et.al suggested that in physically
fit elderly people cognitive dual task effect balance during
walking directly as well indirectly through decreased gait
velocity. However in the study by Abreu SSE et.al
suggested that no significant relation between walking
speed and balance. Current study showed that there are
significant relation between balance and walking speed
(normal and dual task walking).
Regression analysis showed that balance and age had
significance influence in normal walking speed whereas
dual task dual task walking speed was influenced by
balance only.
Dual task–related gait changes result from interference,
usually interpreted as the involvement of attention in gait
control which depends on executive function. There is
evidence that walking speed is a gait parameter
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particularly related to dual-task interference. Recently, it
was shown that walking speed was correlated with
executive function. Age-related increase in attention is
well recognized and explains that walking while dual
tasking represents a divided attention task in older adults.
The way attention is divided between two simultaneously
performed tasks depends on executive function. Counting
backward, which was used as the walking attention
demanding attention demanding task in the current
study, is closely related to executive function.
In daily life people often do several other things while
they are standing or walking. Many falls occur during
the performance of such dual tasks. The explanation for
this phenomenon is that performing the second task
interferes with balance control, probably because of
divided attention, or through structural inference in
neural networks of the frontal and motor cortex .Hence
in the light of this study it can be inferred that a thorough
knowledge of the effect of dual tasks on gait and balance
in elderly may increase our understanding of balance
control and can help identify people who are at risk of
falling. Furthermore, dual-task related gait changes could
provide useful information about relationship between
gait disorders and cognitive decline treatment. Thus,
dual-task could be a new approach of the gait disorders
rehabilitation in elderly.

CONCLUSION
The objective of the study was to determine the
relationship between dual task performance and walking
speed in elderly. There was a significant negative
relationship between age and walking speed in both
normal and dual task. There was a significant relation
between cognition, balance and walking speed. The
normal and dual task walking speed also had significant
relationship. Age and balance influences the normal
walking speed whereas dual task walking speed is
influence by balance the most.
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